Hipababy - Doll Pouch and Sling Pattern

This pattern includes adjustable pouch with curved seam, non-adjustable pouch, ring sling with optional pocket in the tail and ideas for embellishments, and a mei tai (asian baby carrier).

- The pouches and slings can be made in three sizes, which I based on measuring my 3 children, toddler (18 months), preschooler, (4 years), primary schooler (8 years). The preschooler size will fit most young children. Instructions are included on how to measure your child for a more individualized fit.
- You can make the pouches and sling in two widths. The smaller width is suitable for small dolls (and great to use up narrow scraps of fabric), but the wider is fine too and easier for small children to use.
- The pouches and slings are miniature versions of Mum’s but because it doesn’t have to be weight bearing, have fun with your fabrics! You can use any type of fabric but very thin, slippery or stretchy fabrics may not work as well.
- Hems – rolled hem- fold and press 12mm, fold over again and sew.
- Seams – 12mm
- To make your sling or pouch reversible cut two pieces in your contrasting fabrics, sew fabrics together leaving a space for turning. Turn right side out and slipstitch opening closed or topstitch if desired. Sew the sling or pouch as instructed, no need to hem.
Child Sized Pouch With Curved Seam

Non-adjustable Pouch

Material needed – toddler - 43cm x 89cm
- preschooler - 43cm x 101.5cm
- primary schooler 43cm x 112cm

For a narrower width pouch suitable for small dolls only - cut to a 35.5cm width

For a pouch that will fit your child exactly, measure your child from the edge of their shoulder to the outside edge of their hip. Double this measurement and add 10cm. Add a few inches to this to allow for growth if desired.
1/ Fold material in half widthwise and lengthwise. Measure 5cm from the top end, then measure 4cm along the short open end – draw a gentle curve between these points.
you are making a reversible pouch.
3/ To make a French seam. After sewing the ‘smiles’ together, fold the seam over so the raw edge is enclosed and sew. This will leave an enclosed flap of material sticking out, sew this down to the sling carefully.
4/ Fold pouch in half lengthwise, creating a loop of fabric with one open side, this is where the doll will sit. You’re done!

**Adjustable Pouch**

This pouch will fit a child across all the size ranges given so you don’t need to make a new pouch as your child grows. If you wish to make it longer (i.e. to fit an older primary schooler) add more to the length and add more strips of Velcro spacing them as per the instructions below. You will need 45cm of 15mm wide Velcro for the basic pouch.

Cut material to 43cm x 122cm, then follow steps 1-4 above.

1/ Cut across the top of the pouch where it is folded, opposite the curved seam.
2/ Turn the sling inside out and right sides together sew across each open end. Turn right side out. Your sling will look like this:
You are now ready to add Velcro. Cut 3 strips, 15cm each. Sew the Velcro to the end of the sling 12mm from the top and 1.5 cm from the folded end. Sew the Velcro to one layer of the pouch only, open out the pouch as you sew. This will give you a neater finish. Sew the velcro strips to the sling 4cm apart. Repeat on the other edge of the sling making sure you sew on the correct side so the velcro will overlap when the sling is worn.

**Cutting down and unused adult sized pouch to fit a child**

1/ Turn the edges of the pouch under 4cm and sew
2/ Use the above measurements from the doll pouch pattern, or adjustable pouch pattern or measure your child as described.
3/ Open out the sling so there is two layers only with the wrong side facing out. Measure out the size needed and pin or tack the sling along the top flat folded edge.
4/ Try the sling on your child. If it is correct sew across the top edge. You can cut off the excess fabric or when you turn the sling right side out, tuck the flap or extra material created underneath (or sew it down). You can let out this seam as your child grows.
The wider width sling is on the left. Both have pockets (the one on the right going across the whole width) and were made using child sized plastic bracelets for the rings.

**Fabric needed:** 35.5cm width for small dolls and 51cm for larger dolls.
Length
- 130cm for toddler
- 141.5cm for preschooler
- 152.5cm for older child

or alternatively drape a tape measure completely around your child’s body (shoulder to hip and let the edge of the tape hand down to where you want the tail to end, and use this measurement). You can also make the sling a longer length than you think you will need, then try the sling on your child, then cut and hem to the correct length. (note: a tail longer than your child’s knees may be a tripping hazard).

**Sling Rings** – Use child sized plastic bracelets (the ones I used were 5.5cm in diameter). You can also buy thin metal rings around this size from craft shops or alternatively you can purchase small size sling rings from slingrings.com which come in a great range of colours.

1/ Hem the long edges of your fabric.
2/ Fold and press one short edge down 12mm (not necessary for a reversible sling)
3/ Fold the sling in half lengthwise. This will create a pouch like pocket for the doll to lie in. The sling can be used on both shoulders but to switch shoulders you will need to rethread it so the open sides of the ‘pocket’ are towards your child’s neck.
4/ Measure and mark (15cm) across the top short edge.
5/ Gather the top edge in your hands and thread through the center of both rings. Pull the material through until you reach the measurement you marked earlier, then pin and sew along this line.

6/ You will now have a long piece of fabric with rings on the end. Thread the sling by gathering the short straight end, then threading it over one ring and under the other like a belt buckle.

7/ Try the sling on your child. Cut and hem to the desired length. Tip: One sling I made was too short so I sewed a contrasting fabric to the end of the sling (hemmed), using twice as much length as I needed. Then I folded it up and sewed the edges together, leaving the top open, to make a pocket.

Decorating your Sling/Adding Pockets
Some ideas:
- Sew a ribbon along the bottom edge
- Sew a strip of contrasting material along the length of the sling to make a tail accent (check out quilting fabrics for some beautiful prints). To do this measure the width of the tail, add 2.5cm, then turn and press all edges 12mm. Try a length of 23cm. A fabric accent may make the tail too thick to pull through the rings, so it’s best to thread the sling and pin the accent on, then see how it fits on your child, before deciding on the length of your accent/pocket.
- For a pocket follow the steps above, hemming one short edge. Attach the fabric as described but leave the top hemmed edge open. You can add Velcro to the top to stop your child’s treasures falling out. If you have made the wider sling, you can make the pocket smaller by dividing the accent in thirds, and only leaving the middle section open at the top.
- make a small pocket (for the wider width sling) cut your material approximately 21.5cm wide and (23cm or less) long and attach it using the above method, centering it in the middle of the sling tail.
**Mini Mei Tai**

This carrier will fit a larger rag doll/teddy to a small doll. A small doll may look lost in the carrier, if so, roll up the bottom the carrier to make it shorter before putting the carrier on and fold down the curved top if desired. Putting the doll inside the carrier with ‘legs in’ will also help.

![Image of a child wearing a mini mei tai with a doll](image)

**Material Needed:**

- **Body** – 26cm x 41cm
- **Straps** – shoulder straps (Length)
  - Toddler – 106.5cm
  - Preschooler – 119.5cm
  - Older Child – (140cm-150”)
- **Shoulder straps (width)**
  - Thin straps – 8cm
  - Thick straps – 15cm

Cut one body piece from fashion fabric, and one body piece and the four straps from a coordinating colour.

If you wish you can make the shoulder straps 150cm long, then cut and hem the end of the straps after trying it on your child or just keep this length and wrap the excess around the carrier a few times before tying. This length will fit your child as they grow. The straps are designed to be long enough to fit over a large teddy bear, be crossed over your child’s back then brought around to the front to be tied in a bow in the middle of the carrier (which helps to keep the doll from falling out) or crossed again and tied in the back (see above for picture). If you prefer a knot rather than a bow (or a different tying method) you can get away with a shorter strap length. See below for more wearing/tying instructions.
1/ Cut out the body and straps. Place the two body pieces together. Measure 5cm from the top of the body on either side and cut a gentle curve across these points so it looks like the top of a tombstone.

2/ Fold straps in half lengthwise. Sew, leaving a gap for turning. Turn and press straps. Topstitch if desired, it’s not necessary but will give a more professional finish. 3/ On the wrong side of one body piece pin the waist straps on the bottom edge of the carrier body 12mm from the edge, just above seam allowance, and about 2.5cm deep. Sew around the edges of the straps to secure them to the body. 3/ Place the shoulder straps on the top edge of the carrier body, before the start of the curve (see diagram below). Pin the shoulder straps at around a 45 degree angle. It is not really necessary to measure the exact angle but do make sure after you pin one strap you fold the carrier in half and make sure the other strap is pinned in the same place/angle. 4/ Right sides together sew the remaining body piece to the body piece you have attached the straps to. Don’t sew over straps and leave a space for turning on the bottom edge. Turn and press under seam allowance at the straps, then topstitch around the entire carrier body to enclose strap and turning hole.
Wearing Instructions

**Front carry**
Tie waist strap, the plain coloured side of the carrier hanging down like an apron. Place doll in front of you and bring the body of the carrier over the doll. Toss straps over your shoulders, cross them across your back, and bring them back around to the front. Tie in front across the middle of the carrier (recommended), or under (or over) the doll’s legs.

**Back carry**
As above just start with the carrier around your back instead of in front. Variation: instead of crossing the straps across your chest bring them back under your arms like a backpack strap, then tie in the back, or twist the straps and bring the straps back around to the front again and tie at your waist.
Barbie/Fashion doll - Sling, Pouch, and Mei Tai

These patterns use a 6mm seam

**Ring Sling**
A thin fabric, like poplin or voile, will pass through the rings more easily. I use 15mm split rings (look in the jewelry/beading section of your local craft shop). A slightly larger size should also work, especially if you choose a thicker fabric.

1/ Cut one piece of material 38cm x 11.5cm
2/ Hem all edges.
3/ Gather one short edge together with your hands and thread it through both rings. Pull the end through about 3cm, then fold it over and sew. You will now have a long piece with rings on the end. Thread the sling by gathering the straight end, then threading it over one ring and under the other like a belt buckle.

**Adding a Pocket**
1/ Cut a piece of fabric 6.5cm x 6cm. Hem the top edge and turn all other edges under and press.
2/ Sew the pocket to the sling.

**Adding a Fabric Accent or other decoration**
1/ Cut one piece of contrasting fabric – 6.5cm x 10cm
2/ Press all edges under 6mm, then topstitch to the sling.

**Other decorating ideas**
* Sew a ribbon or decorative braid to the bottom edge
* Hem the top edge of the accent piece to make a large pocket.
* Add an iron on embellishment.
**Pouch**

1/ Cut one piece of fabric 21cm x 11.5cm
2/ Hem the long edges
3/ Right sides together sew the short edges together, then sew over the raw edge with a zig zag stitch to enclose it.
4/ Fold the pouch in half lengthwise so you have a tube with one end open and one folded.

Note: Bratz type dolls have a thinner body. You can make the sling around 2cm shorter for a snugger fit, depending on what size ‘baby’ the Bratz doll will be wearing in her sling.

---

**Mei Tai**

Fabric Needed

Body- 2 pieces 8.5cm x 9.5cm
Straps – 1m length of ribbon, around 1.5cm in width. Cut into two shoulder straps 26.5cm long and 2 waist straps 23.5cm long

1/ On the wrong side of one body piece (above the seam allowance) pin two ribbons at around a 45 degree angle on the top edge, then on the bottom edge pin the two waist straps on horizontally. Sew.
2/ Place the two body pieces right sides together and pin in place, then sew around the body avoiding the straps and leaving a hole at the bottom for turning.
3/ Turn right sides out and topstitch, closing all holes.
See above for wearing instructions, but in the back carry the straps stay on Barbie’s shoulders better if the straps are crossed high on the doll’s chest.